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ADP Marketplace Celebrates Its First Anniversary of Unlocking Innovation for the Human
Capital Management Industry
HCM Industry's First Online App Ecosystem Selected as 'Top HR Product of the Year' and 'Awesome New
Technology' by Human Resource Executive Magazine
ROSELAND, NJ -- (Marketwired) -- 10/06/15 -- A typical large company today operates more than 60 separate applications to
manage payroll and HR-related processes*, causing complexity and data gaps due to lack of integration. ADP launched its
Marketplace one year ago as a cloud-based "one-stop-shop" where employers can access and purchase HR applications and
integrate their employee data between solutions, all through a single, secure sign on. In just its first year, the ADP Marketplace
has grown to include over 70 apps.
"One of the ways ADP is making real on its tag line of a more human resource, is by making HR data more readily accessible
and usable, while still keeping a focus on security and compliance," said Barbara McGann, EVP at HfS Research. "The
doorway to the data, insight and integration is the recently launched ADP Marketplace, which houses APIs and applications for
HR and IT professionals, and clients and partners to access. If you are an HR professional or business using ADP, Marketplace
advantages include pre-approved integration with third-party software and increasing insight to your workforce."
In conjunction with its one-year anniversary, the ADP Marketplace won two prestigious designations by Human Resource
Executive Magazine: 'Top HR Product of the Year' and 'Awesome New Technology,' both of which will be awarded at the
upcoming HR Technology Conference on October 19 in Las Vegas.
Several companies that partnered with ADP and joined the ADP Marketplace over the past year have already seen success:
●

●

●

LifeMart provides discounts on brand-name products and services for customers and their employees. The partnership
with the ADP Marketplace allows LifeMart to integrate with ADP's APIs, making the user experience of the app even more
accessible. In addition, the ADP Marketplace gives LifeMart exposure to potential clients, as part of a larger ecosystem of
innovative workforce management solutions.
LogoMix and ADP partnered to take the administrative burden and paperwork out of the business card ordering process.
Employees and managers can pull from pre-integrated workforce data from ADP to quickly create business cards for
existing and new employees. For example, companies can now create and order business cards for more than 50
employees in less than three minutes without any data entry.
Globoforce partnered with ADP to provide an easier, more streamlined way for HR managers and leaders to manage and
recognize employees' ongoing performance. By securely synchronizing ADP's existing organizational data, including
employee details and performance ratings, with Globoforce's social recognition programs, companies can get more
actionable data about their culture. Through its presence on the ADP Marketplace, Globoforce has increased its reach
to more companies who can benefit from the ROI social recognition can deliver.

"As an innovator, ADP is living its values by building an open marketplace where partners can benefit mutual customers," said
Eric Mosley, CEO of Globoforce. "Being a part of the ADP Marketplace gives us an opportunity to be discovered by many
different types of companies globally. It's also bringing together leading companies within HR to help build stronger, more
human workplaces and cultures around the world.
"Business owners and HR leaders are always asking for ways to simplify and improve the human capital management (HCM)
experience, both for managers and employees. The early success and strong pipeline of interest in the ADP Marketplace
validates the concept of an HCM one-stop-shop," said Don Weinstein, senior vice president of product management, ADP.
"We're helping developers create the most innovative HCM apps by releasing our APIs. We're helping HR solutions providers
gain exposure for their apps. Most importantly, we're providing employers with data and tools to manage of all their workforce
needs and enhance the HR experience for their employees."
*From the 2015 ADP Research Institute study: Harnessing Big Data: The Human Capital Management Journey to Achieving
Business Growth
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Powerful technology plus a human touch. Companies of all types and sizes around the world rely on ADP's cloud software and
expert insights to help unlock the potential of their people. HR. Talent. Benefits. Payroll. Compliance. Working together to build
a better workforce. For more information, visit ADP.com.
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